Congress Should Not Turn The Clock Back On Staggers Act

B

y the late 1970s, excessive and
destructive federal government overregulation had brought America’s
railroads to a perilous position.
Rail
bankruptcies were common – and tracks
and equipment were falling apart because
railroads could not afford the steep costs
of maintenance and general upkeep. The
economy suffered greatly because railroads
could not provide the quality service their
customers required.
Between 1970 and 1979, the rail industry’s
return on investment never exceeded 2.9
percent and averaged 2 percent. Railroads’
low average rate of return had been falling
for decades: it was 4.1 percent in the 1940s,
3.7 percent in the 1950s, and 2.8 in the
1960s.
The railroad share of intercity freight had
plummeted to 35 percent in 1978; compared
with a 75 percent share in the 1920’s.
The status quo was untenable, so Congress
essentially had two options: Nationalization,

at a continuing cost of untold billions of
dollars, or a move toward more reasonable,
balanced regulation to replace the excessive
regulation of the past. Congress wisely
chose a balanced regulation approach to
help save the industry.

“These new restrictive regulations would
be imposed on the nation’s railroads at a
time when investments in capacity, new
equipment and new hires are needed.”
Edward Hamberger
AAR President and CEO
Fortunately, policymakers, railroads and
shippers worked together to pass the
Staggers Rail Act of 1980. The Staggers
Act established a more balanced regulatory
structure under which market demand,
not decrees from Washington, became the
primary basis for determining what routes
railroads could use the services they could
offer and the prices they could charge.

Congress recognized that America’s freight
railroads - the vast majority of which
are private companies that operate on
infrastructure that they own, build, maintain
and pay for themselves - faced intense
competition for most of their traffic, but
excessive regulation prevented them from
competing effectively. To survive, railroads
needed a common sense regulatory system
that allowed them to act like most other
businesses in terms of managing their assets
and pricing their services.
Thanks to the Staggers Act reforms – which
have been hailed as a great success over
the decades – railroads could make their
operations much more productive and most
of these productivity gains were passed on
to rail customers in the form of lower rates.
Adjusted for inflation, average US freight
rail rates were 43 percent lower in 2014
than in 1981 (based on revenue per tonmile). This means that the average rail
customer today can ship close to twice as
much freight for about the same prices paid
(Continued on page 5)

Rail Conference Brings Industry Together In Grand Rapids
Haz Mat Training Opportunities for First Responders

From
The
President
Jon Cool
@MI_FreightRail

T

he 3rd Annual Michigan Rail
Conference was recently held at
the Grand Valley campus in Grand
Rapids. Freight and passenger rail industry
members, local and state officials, economic
development leaders and members of the

public gathered to hear discussions on
rail industry “momentum, challenges and
opportunities.”
Topics ranged from local rail shipping
and grade crossing safety to better overall
passenger and freight rail collaboration and
planning. Lots of great discussions were
held and plenty of networking occurred as
well. Conference attendees also visited area
businesses to see how freight rail serves
customers in the Grand Rapids region.
Please make a note, next year ’s conference
will be held in Marquette.
Our railroad member spotlight showcases
CSX and their network across Michigan.
(Continued on page 2)
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Michigan Rail Conference Held In Grand Rapids
addresses, conference attendees took part
in an area tour that included a new transload
facility, grade crossing elimination location
highlighting community engagement as well as
the new Amtrak station.

Tom Klimek,
VP, Marketing at
Escanaba &
Lake Superior,
addresses MRC.

Many Michigan Railroads Association (MRA)
members participated in this year’s conference,
sitting on panels and contributing detailed
railroad information. MRA associate members
also contributed to the conference dialog.
From left: Pasi Lautala, Asst. Professor and Dir. of the Rail
Transportation Program at Michigan Tech, welcomes special
guests Sen. Peter MacGregor (R-Rockford) and Rep. Winnie
Brinks (D-Grand Rapids).

T

he 3rd Annual Michigan Rail Conference
was held August 19-20 in Grand Rapids
bringing together freight rail industry
experts, local shippers, public officials and
passenger rail advocates. In addition to
informative panels, discussions and key note
(Continued from page 1) From

This year the conference was kicked off by
special state legislative guests Senator Peter
MacGregor (R-Rockford) and Representative
Winnie Brinks (D-Grand Rapids.) Peter and
Winnie welcomed conference attendees and
helped us begin our day of rail conversations
at the GVSU Eberhard Center. Thank you Sen.
MacGregor and Rep. Brinks for welcoming us
to West Michigan.

John Chlipala,
Chief Engineer,
Ann Arbor Railroad,
addresses MRC.

The President

CSX rail operates from West Michigan –
through mid-Michigan - to Detroit and Flint.
CSX also operates in St. Clair County. (see
network map).
Also featured in this edition of the
newsletter is the recent CSX hazardous
material training for first responders. The
rail industry sponsors and trains thousands
of first responders across the country
annually at facilities outside of Lansing and
in Colorado. Individual railroad companies
hold training exercises with local first
responders and State Police in communities
across Michigan every year.
Please take a quick look at the insert
contained in this newsletter describing
the “AskRail” app that is available to law
enforcement and first responders. This is

a new tool for those responding to a rail
incident for identifying cargo.
Joe Pavona and John Walsh from Governor
Snyder ’s administration visited intermodal
rail operations in SE Michigan. The visit
included briefings by CN, Conrail, CSX and
Norfolk Southern at their facilities.

Follow
the MRA
on Twitter
In Lansing, the legislature will continue
to work on finding a long-term solution
concerning infrastructure funding.
The
railroad industry supports a comprehensive
transportation funding approach and is
hopeful that a final legislative plan is signed

by the Governor prior to the end of the year.
The
Freight
Economic
Development
Program (FEDP) is contained within the
Comprehensive Transportation Fund and its
goal is to connect more Michigan businesses
with the freight rail network. The MRA
seeks to continue discussions pertaining to
expanding the definition of what types of
projects are permissible through the FEDP.
Ask the railroad that runs through your
county about the FEDP and how it can help
area businesses grow.
And finally, if you are a Twitter user, please
follow the Michigan Railroads Association
by using @MI_FreightRail.
The MRA
shares current rail happenings via Twitter
from a national, state and local perspective.

CSX Safety Train Visits Michigan

T

he CSX Safety Train rolled into Grand
Rapids in August to provide handson safety training to local fire fighters,
police officers, emergency medical technicians
and other first responders. This training was in
partnership with the Firefighters Education and
Training Foundation.

(L-R) Ryan Prewitt-CSX Manager Hazardous Materials, Barbara
Russell-MRA, Stan Postein-Kent County Commissioner, Tom
Livingston-CSX Regional VP Midwest Govt. Affairs, Adam ErberOffice of Sen. Hildenbrand, Melodie Whitmore-Office of Rep.
Amash, Rep. Rob VerHeulen (R-Walker).

The Safety Train, which is equipped with
rolling classrooms and specialized equipment, is
designed to teach first responders how rail cars
work and how to deal with rail incidents. CSX
specialists led training sessions with specific
classroom instruction.
Rep. Rob VerHeulen (R-Walker) after touring interior of tanker car.
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Our “Play it Safe” campaign helps increase
awareness about rail safety on a larger scale.

t CSX, safety is our highest priority. In
Michigan and across our 21,000-mile
network, we invest in infrastructure, first
responder training and public outreach to help ensure
that our operations and our communities are as safe
as they can be.

CSX is spreading its “I Brake for Trains” message
via Front Row’s car, billboards, public service
announcements, social media and other sports
partnerships. Moffitt raced the Play It Safe car most
recently at the Michigan International Speedway on
August 16.

We know that safety starts at the local level and
we are working to increase public awareness about
rail safety. As part of our Rail Safety Education and
Enforcement Initiative CSX has distributed more
than 5,000 safety information cards and posters, and
held more than a dozen rail crossing blitzes. CSX is
regularly reaching out in the communities we serve
making sure they understand how to be safe around
the rails.

CSX uses other sports opportunities to promote
safety as well. We sponsor the Lake Erie Monsters
minor league hockey team, for example. You may
have heard or seen our rail safety messages at the
arena, during televised games, and on their website
and social media pages.

Michael Ward,
CSX Chairman & CEO

A

CSX’s commitment to safety extends beyond our
focus on community rail safety education to include
Employees:
Route Miles:
Major Commodities:

Headquarters:
Michigan Contacts:

CSX moving intermodal freight through Michigan.
Photo courtesy of CSX

first responder training. Through a variety of online,
classroom and hands on opportunities, CSX provides
training to more than 5,000 first responders every
year.
The CSX Safety Train program, for example, made
19 stops in 18 cities in 2014, including Grand Rapids,
delivering training focused on crude oil and other
energy products. In 2015, the Safety Train provided
more general railroad safety training to nearly 200
first responders who participated in four days of
intensive training in Grand Rapids.
(Continued on page 4)

500+
1,220
Automobiles, Automobile Parts, Chemicals, Coal,
Consumer Products, Food & Agriculture Products, Iron
and Steel Scrap
Jacksonville, Florida
Tom Livingston, Regional VP Midwest Government 		
Affairs (p) 708.832.2169
Jason Holder, Manager of Community Affairs and Safety 		
Jason_Holder@csx.com

@CSX

Featuring CSX

The multimedia campaign promotes cautious
thinking around railroad tracks and trains, primarily
targeting males ages 18 to 34 – the demographic most
likely to be involved in railroad crossing collisions
and accidents. Under this initiative we are proud to
sponsor NASCAR driver Brett Moffitt and the Front
Row Motorsports No. 34 Ford Fusion.

CSX 8506 moving freight from Port Huron to Flint.
Photo courtesy of Ethan Hamilton
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(Continued from page 3)

and Livingston County Hazardous Materials Team to
visit the Security and Emergency Response Training
Center (SERTC) in Pueblo, Colo. Capt. Kathleen
Thompson, a 19-year veteran with the Grand Rapids
Fire Department described her SERTC experience
and said: “I believe I will make my department and
the city I serve safer by attending this program. Not
only did we hear some pretty extensive lectures
on the science of crude oil and case histories on
incidents, but more importantly we participated in
multiple hands-on, crude oil live-fire scenarios. And
I now have met and made connections with experts I
can rely on if I ever have the need.”
Play it Safe Michigan: The Front Row Motorsports #34 “Play it
Safe” car is an important feature of CSX’s outreach on railroad
safety. The car raced at the Michigan International Speedway on
August 16.
Photo courtesy of CSX

Using a rolling classroom and rail cars, the Safety
Train program provides firefighters, police officers,
emergency management professionals and other first
responders with important insights on how rail cars
work and how to respond to rail-related incidents.
Additionally, the Safety Train program helps build
important relationships between CSX hazardous
materials personnel and first responders, so both
groups are familiar with one another’s procedures
and comfortable working together in the event of a
rail incident.
First responders also have an opportunity to attend
in-depth training programs through our safety
initiatives. Last year we sponsored Michigan first
responders from the Grand Rapids Fire Department

Another large component of our safety focus is
investing in infrastructure. In 2015, CSX is investing
more than $2.5 billion throughout our network. This
year we’re replacing 3.3 million rail ties, installing
510 miles of new rail and 3 million tons of ballast,
and surfacing more than 5,000 miles of existing
track.

Over the summer we completed our 17th annual
Maintenance Jamboree, a track safety and
maintenance blitz that combines nearly four
months of rail, tie, signal and bridge work on key
rail corridors into a single week – reducing the
impact on customers and communities alike. These
investments in our infrastructure not only provide
safe and efficient rail transportation today, but also
help serve growing freight demand in the future.
CSX is focused on preserving the safety of our
employees and residents of the communities where
we operate, and we look forward to working with
first responders, railroaders and community members
to make the great communities across Michigan
and our 23-state network even safer. To learn more
about CSX’s investments in infrastructure, training
programs and public safety initiatives, please visit
www.csx.com.

SERTC Culmination: CSX sponsored Michigan firefighters to attend specialized training for response to crude-by-rail incidents in 2015,
and now provides similar training through its Railroad Education & Development institute in Georgia.
Photo courtesy of CSX

Pavona, Walsh, Tour Rail Intermodal Operations

J

ohn Walsh, Gov. Snyder Administration
Director of Strategy, and Joe Pavona, Gov.
Snyder Special Advisor on Public Private
Partnerships, recently toured CN, Conrail, CSX
and Norfolk Southern intermodal operations in S.E.
Michigan.

From left: Tom Livingston (CSX Government Affairs)
John Walsh, Brian Becks (CSX Detroit Terminal
Manager) and Joe Pavona tour
CSX Dix Intermodal Yard.

The tour included detailed intermodal background on
movement flows at the Moterm, Dix and Livernois
yards. Railroad companies operating in Michigan
will continue to work with the Snyder administration
on future intermodal opportunities.

“A typical intermodal train
takes the equivalent of
280 trucks off the highways.”

From left: Joe Pavona, John Walsh and Brent Coleman
(CN Terminal Manager) tour CN Moterm Intermodal Yard.
From left: Kory Johnson (Conrail Manager of Field Operation
Detroit), Herbert Smith (Norfolk Southern Government Affairs)
Joe Pavona and John Walsh tour NS Livernois Intermodal Yard.
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Michigan Operation Lifesaver News
decreased, until 2014 when the numbers jumped
nationwide and in Michigan. Statewide there were
80 auto-train incidents with 12 fatalities and 3 killed
while trespassing.

(L-R) Sam Crowl-OL State Coordinator, Officer Dan
Forbush of Fenton Police Department, CN Railroad
Police Inspector Charles Krane. Officer Forbush
pulled a man off of railroad tracks moments before
a train passed. Operation Lifesaver recognized him
for his lifesaving effort.
Photo Courtesy of Rahn Stokes

T

he mission of Michigan Operation Lifesaver
is to educate people on how to make safe
decisions as drivers and pedestrians at
railroad intersections and along railroad tracks in an
attempt to end collisions, fatalities and injuries.
Over the 43 year history of Operation Lifesaver the
number of crashes, injuries and fatalities has steadily

Douglas Kass (L) is presented the Outstanding
Volunteer Award by Sam Crowl, OL State
Coordinator.
Photo Courtesy of Rahn Stokes

MI-OL recently promoted and
hosted informational booths at
several locations and special
events, including “A Train
Show” in Auburn Hills. This
is an annual event where 2,500
people were contacted.
In
Dearborn an enthusiastic crowd
of 6,000 people - including many
children - were attracted to the
MI-OL booth inside the historic
OL Assistant State Coordinator, Curtis
Roundhouse at the Henry Ford
Stewart, sharing the OL message at the
Museum. This was for “Thomas
Huckleberry Railroad event in August.
the Train” days which covered
Photo Courtesy of Rahn Stokes
three weekends. In addition,
1,000 contacts were made by MIwas
OL volunteers in Grand Rapids for a special event at MI-OL
the new Amtrak Station. There were 1,500 rail fans recently awarded
monetary
of all ages that attended the annual “Rail Fan Days” two
at Crossroads Village/Huckleberry Railroad near grants by OLI.
Flint. In each of these events informational materials The first grant
Scott Karcher, CSX police
sharing OL information at the
and souvenirs were handed out by OLAV volunteers. amount is $8,500
August 2, 2015 Huckleberry
for
billboards
Railroad event.
materials.
OLI has finalized the “e-learning” program for and
Photo Courtesy of Rahn Stokes
school bus drivers. The program has been given The second grant
national attention to alert school bus agencies of its amount is $6,500 to update, print and distribute
availability. This new program alerts school bus the powerful and informative “Guide for Law
drivers of the potential dangers existing at highway Enforcement’s Response to Railroad Incidents.”
grade crossings. The program outlines the steps to
The next MI-OL quarterly meeting will be held
ensure the safety of the students in their care.
Friday, November 13, 9:30am at the Durand Union
Operation Lifesaver Inc. has retired the former Station. Anyone interested in attending or becoming
“presenter” program in April and is training all a Volunteer should contact Sam Crowl, State
volunteers in an updated version. Presenters are now Coordinator, at samcrowl@comcast.net or 248-823called “Operation Lifesaver Authorized Volunteers” 7037. MI-OL is on Facebook and Twitter, find links
(OLAV) using new handbooks with different at www.mi-ol.org.
outlines, slides and online materials. To date 42

(Continued from page 1)

more than 30 years ago.
By permitting a more customer-focused,
market-based approach to railroading, the
Staggers Act has greatly benefited railroads
and their customers, and the entire US
economy. Freight railroads have reinvested
$575 billion of their own funds back into
their operations to create a national freight
rail network that is second to none in the
world.
Some voices in Congress and federal
regulators now threaten to turn the clock
back to do untold damage to the freight
railroad industry – costing Michigan
families and job-providers. AAR President
and CEO Edward Hamberger believes that
current congressional legislative proposals
to re-regulate the industry will harm the
ability of the nation’s railroads to invest
in the network and improve service for
shippers.
Hamberger also noted that
“these new restrictive regulations would

people have been trained in 7 classes across the state
for the new OLAV program. More training classes
are being scheduled as needed.

Source: AAR

be imposed on the nation’s railroads at a
time when investments in capacity, new
equipment and new hires are needed.”
The American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
estimated that if all freight rail traffic were

“Simply put, for freight railroads, today’s
returns pay for tomorrow’s network.
With freight transportation demand
projected to rise 45 percent by 2040,
it is crucial that railroads are free to
spend, reinvest, and hire at high levels
that keep pace with demand.”
Sen. Jack Brandenburg commenting
on rail industry regulation
shifted to trucks, rail shippers would have
to pay an additional $69 billion per year.
Adjusted for increased freight volume and

inflation, it’s probably close to $100 billion
today.
As Michigan and the entire country continue
to grow, the need to move more freight will
increase as well. Railroads are the best way
to meet this growing demand. Unlike trucks,
barges and airlines, America’s privately
owned freight railroads operate almost
exclusively on infrastructure that they own,
build, maintain and pay for themselves.
If railroads are to continue to meet the needs
of their customers and support our economy
in the years ahead, they must be able to pay
for the tracks, bridges, signals, yards, and
other infrastructure and equipment that make
it all happen. Private railroad investment
should be encouraged and Washington
regulations should not adversely affect
railroads’ ability or willingness to make
those investments.
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Rail Insider Spotlight
Rail
including Insider
those with the rail Spotlight
industry, in my work
with the Michigan State Administrative Board. Since
then my work
on PPPs and Spotlight
transportation policy
Rail
Insider
have enabled my knowledge and interest in railroads
Q: Share a railroad story from growing up:

to develop. Last month I had the opportunity, as
a guest of the MRA, to tour the Detroit Region
I Share
grew aup
in Nebraska
and
remember
Q:
railroad
story from
growing
up:
Intermodal
Freight
Terminal.
The
Greater
Detroit
that
trains
seemed
to
be
everywhere.
area
is
certainly
one
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the
most
dynamic
intermodal
I grew up in Nebraska and remember
thatI
markets
in North
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andderailed
the Michigan
Railroad
remember
a
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trains
seemed
berole
everywhere.
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I fully expect
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farm,
scattering
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and
athat
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my
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interactions
with
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as
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work
together
and
explore
innovative
casesscattering
all over the
place.
farm,
beer
kegs and cases all over
project delivery to help expand our economy and
the
place.
Q: Tellservices
us about
your
position.
improve
to the
people
of Michigan

Joe Pavona
Special Advisor, Public Private Partnerships Governor Snyder Administration

Q: Please introduce yourself:

I am a proud
Michigander
who enjoys all
Deb native
Brown,
Manager
that our beautiful state has to offer, including the
Economic
Development,
exceptional spirit of our people. I received degrees
Deb
Brown,
Manager
from both
Ferris
State
and
Western Michigan
Budget
and Contracts
universities.
My life isDevelopment,
centered on family and my
Economic
MDOT
Office
passion is public
service.Rail
I enjoy
summers at the lake
Budget
and Contracts
and family
at the holidays.

Office
Q: Tell us MDOT
about yourRail
position
with the Snyder
administration:
I am special advisor for public-private partnerships
to Gov. Snyder. In this role, I have a broad mandate
to determine how PPPs may be applied to a variety
of sectors and ensure that they are strategically
considered as Michigan explores its business options.
Q: What types of interactions have you had with
railroads over the years?
I was first introduced to the railroads more than 15
years ago when reviewing transportation contracts,

Q:I’m
What
is trying
your
keyto
message
that
you
share with the
Q:
Tellstill
us
about
your
position.
figure
it out
myself…kind
public
about
PPP?
I’m
trying
figure it out myself…kind
of astill
little
bit oftoeverything.
PPPs
are just
of the options the state has in its
of
a little
bit one
of everything.
toolbox
to improve
transportation,
Q: How
many infrastructure
years have in
you
been with
facilities,
water
and
energy
more
costwith
efficient
Q:
How
manyRail
years
haveinyou
been
the
the
MDOT
Office?
and
expeditious
way.
We
are
working
closely
with
MDOT Rail Office?
different
departments
to
if there or
areanother.
projects
Alittle
little
over
- inone
onesee
capacity
A
over
1818-from
in
capacity
or another.
that
could
benefit
increased
involvement
by the
private
sector.
Ouryour
key criteria
in impact
our assessment is
Q:
How
does
position
Q:
How does
your for
position
impact
improving
the service
the people
of Michigan and
freightrail?
rail?
freight
protecting
the public interest.
My
staff
and
responsible
Q:My
What
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see for the for
stateputting
relating
staff
andIIare
are
responsible
for
putting
to PPP?
funding
and
contracts
in
place
funding and contracts in place for
for
almost
rail
the
Department
PPPs
areevery
aevery
relatively
new
concept
the State of
almost
rail project
project
thefor
Department
Michigan and but
we have
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careful steps
undertakes,
most
direct
is
butthe
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is
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probably
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delivery
options,
probablyfrom
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Development
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projects are
addressing
a real
need and clearly
Development
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and
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show better outcomes. For these reasons some of our
initial projects are relatively small in size.
Q: How would you describe the relationship between
the Snyder administration and railroads in Michigan?

year in rail programs and over the past two decades
has made more than $100 million in incremental
investment to improve grade crossing, signals and
rail equipment. That relatively small but relentless
Q:
Tell us something we don’t know about
positive action has paid off in a big way, laying the
the
MDOT and
Railencouraging
Office. additional investment
groundwork
Q:
us something
don’t
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will pay
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future,
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were
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to four
that
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separate
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of the
Department.
as wefunctions
work
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tospread
seek a brighter
for
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were
aroundfuture
in four
railroads in the state to assist with a stronger economy
separate
areas
of the Department.
Q:
DoesMichigan.
the freight
rail industry interact
all across

well
withisthe
MDOT?
Q:
Does
rail industry
interact
well
What
thefreight
most satisfying
part of your
work?
with
MDOT?
Yeah,
I
Yeah,
I
think
so,
but
we
would
probably
Working for the people of Michigan is both a privilege
and responsibility.
The opportunity
toboth
drive
change
think
so,
but wefrom
would
probably
benefit
both
benefit
some
more
organized
through
expanding
the use of data
and analytics
to
from
some
more
organized
interaction
(joint
interaction
(joint
meetings,
etc).
help determine
the best
deliveryconferences,
options for projects
meetings,
conferences,
etc).combining the best of
is exciting.
we are
Q:
How With
can PPPs
readers
follow you (or the
both the public and private sectors. Closing on a deal
Q:
can
readers
follow
the
MDOT
Rail
Office)?
that How
enhances
service,
saves tax
dollarsyou
and (or
improves
MDOT
Office)?
safety--asRail
is the
case with the recent Michigan
on Twitter
at
Freeway Lighting P3We’re
Project--is
really satisfying.
@MDOT_Rail.
on Twitter
at Freeway
Q: What are yourWe’re
takeaways
from the
Lighting P3 Project in@MDOT_Rail.
the Metro Region?

The Freeway Lighting P3 Project is the first full-scale
project of our PPP program and we are very excited
with the outcome. MDOT is achieving a substantial
improvement in the system operation from 65-75
percent today to 100 percent enhances safety, creates
energy savings and other cost efficiencies, and
incentivizes the private sector to operate at a high
level on an ongoing basis. We have also learned many
things from this project that we are going to use to
further improve our processes.

Michigan currently invests about $16 million per
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The AskRail™ app is a safety tool for first responders
The AskRail app is a safety tool that provides first responders immediate access to accurate, timely data about what type of hazardous
materials a railcar is carrying so they can make an informed decision about how to respond to a rail emergency. AskRail is a backup
resource if information from the train conductor or train consist is not available.

“AskRail gives first responders immediate information about railcars carrying hazardous materials and is an invaluable tool for
helping prepare those on the front line should a rail incident occur. Coupled with emergency training and response planning, AskRail
augments the flow of information and specifics between freight railroads and emergency first responders in communities along the
nation’s 140,000-mile freight rail network.”
— AAR President and CEO Edward R. Hamberger

